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A Theoretical and .1ethodological Overview

Harris "f. Cooper

Ile are here today to present the results of a year-long

study conducted in elementary school classrooms. The study involved

the observation of dyadic teacher-student interactions and the

measurement of the interactors' cognitions concerning the dyadic

relation. The cognitive variables were drawn from areas of active

research interest in the field of social psychology. These areas

include personal control and locus of control perceptions about

oneself and causal attributions about the other dyad member.

We had two purposes in undertaking the investigation. First,

we wanted to see if these cognitions, and their relations to behav-

ior, could be used as explanatory links in what is popularly

called the classroom self-fulfilling prophecy. More specifically,

we wanted to see if present social psycholoa,ical conceptualizations

could help explain how 3 teacher's expectation for student perfor-

mance could enhance the likelihood that congsuent actual perfor-

mance occurred. Our second purpose was to determine if some

previously reported relations were generalizable to the naturally

occurring classroom. More broadly, we wanted to create a data

set which would be of interest to both the educational practitioner

and the social theorist. In the next twenty minutes or so, I would

like to provide ihe framework surrounding the papers that follow.

To do so I will need, first, to present a brief review of the

expectation literature. This review will he followed by a statement

of the expectation communication model which guided our research.

Then, 1 will describe the sample of teachers and students who
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Provided all the data we collected. Finally, 1 will detail the

rather unique data analysis strategy We employed and our reasons

for choosing it.

Among the most well-known and controversial experiments

in social psycholov is :c_,senthal and laeobson's Pvemalion in

the Classe.:.om. This sturiv attempted to determine whether expectation .

effects, which had been found to operate among laboratory experi-

menters, !nicht also operate among elementary school teachers.

Rosenthal and Jacobson (1965) reported evidence affirming the

existence of such classroom self-fulfilling pronhecies and a lively

debate ensued. The debate focused mainly on differences in educa-

tors' beliefs concerning the inferential power of isolated studies,

and on methodological problems associated with in vivo educational

research. A decade's passing has not diminished interest in teacher

expectation effects. In fact, in the past four years, four papers

on this topic have been published in the Review of Educational

Research. "ost issues involvino, expectation effects have been

addressed in multiple studies, often employing different methods.

Our reading of this literature, which contorms to reviews published

by Brophy and Good in 1974, Rosenthal in 1974 and Cooper in

1979, leads to a conclusion that although influences on student

performance are multiple and complex, teacher expectations do

play a role in student achievement. The research evidence, however,

suggests some important qualifications to this contention. First,

expectations probably serve more to sustain student achievement

at a particular level, rather than radically alter achievement

away from a prior course. The reason for this sustaining role
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seems to be that expectations which depart dramatically from

a student's actual achievement are difficult to matntain in the

on-going classroom. This leads to the second necessary nualification:

The relation between teacher exnectation and student achievement

is bidirectional. student's actual performance serves as the

Drim.ary influence on tne expectation he re! by the teacher and

a cyclical process of mutual influence seems best supported by

the literature. Finally, it is evident that not all teachers are

prone to expectation effects and teacher individual differences

that mediate their appearance ought to be a high priority for

future research.

Given the above assessment, it is natural to next ask,

"how are teacher expectations communicated" and, "how do they

come to influenc e student performance?" The overriding purpose

of our research was an attempt to obtain information addressing

these two questions. The key behavioral variables used in the

search were chosen because previous educational studies had found

them to be reliably associated ..rith expectations. The secial psycho-

logical concepts were chosen because their treatment in the basic

research domain indicated they should provide satisfying explana-

tions for the existence of these expectation-behavior linkages.

Table 1 of your handout states the four behavioral cate-

goriis which hive produced reliable associations with teacher

expectations. The four categories are taken from Bob Rosenthal's

1974 paper.

First, teachers appear to create warmer socioemotional

environments for brighter students. Videotapes cf simulated tutorial
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sessions have found that teachers who were interacting with students

believed to be bright, smiled and nodded their heads more often than

teachers interactine with slow students. Teachers also leaned towards

brights and looked brights in the eves more frequently. Classroom

observers have also found teachers with induced high expectations

were, most suPportive and friendly toward bricht-laheled students. It.

seems, then, that many nonverbal behaviors associated with positive

emotional attraction are disnlayed by teachers most freciuently in

interactions with students believed to be intelligent.

There is also evidence indicating that teachers verbal

inputs to students are dependent on performance expectations.

Students labeled a. slow have been found to receive fewer opportuni-

ties to learn new material and to have less difficult material taught

to them. Thus, the quantity and quality of teacher attempts at

novel instruction seem associated with expectations.

The third factor, v,2rbal output, can he operationally

defined as both the te3cher's persistence in insuring that interac-

tions end in a satisfactory wry and the frequency with which

academic interactions take place. With regard to teacher persistence,

observation indicates that teachers tend to engage in more clue

giving, more repetition, and more rephrasing when highs answer

a question incorrectly than when lows answer incorrectly. Teachers

have also been found to pay closer attention to respor.ses of students

described as gifted and to allow bright students more time before

redirecting unanswered questions to other class members.

Among the best researched behavior correlates of perfor-

mance expectations, and one which is central to our explanation,
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is the absolute freouencv of teacher-student interaction. Brophy

and Good in 1971. cited 20 studies (primarily naturalistic observa-

tion) in which the freouencv of teacLer-student interactions was

assessed. Su-crick' supported by these. 20 studies is the finding

that hil,h exncctatIon students will see!: more academic contact

with. the teacher than low expectation students. '.that varies in

the studies is whether teachers eclualize or accentuate this difference

throucth their own initiation.

The final factor, aiso crucial to our model, is feedback.

This factor involves the teachers' use of praise and criticism

after an academic exchange. As with student initiations, a fairly

consistent pattern of teacher use of reinforcement is found. Teachers

tend to praise high expectation students more and proportionately

more per correct response while low,; are criticized more and propor-

tionately more per incorrect response. This result is based on

some studies which simply count positive and negative use of

affect and some which, allo,inc for the greater opportunity av47,ilable

to be positive toward highs, adjust praise and criticism use by

the number of correct and incorrect responses the students made.

Table I also provides some references for the listener who might

want to inspect the expectation-behavior literature more closely.

For some of the behavior differences just outlined, the

relation to performance seems fairly strightforward. Students who

are taught less difficult material and who are presented with

less novel instruction should eventually possess correspondingly

less information. In addition, a student given less time to respond

will less often answer correctly. The remaining differences, however,
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in socioernotional climate, student initiations, and teacher feedback,

seem less clearly linked to expectation effects. The purpose of

our research and its underlvinc., model was to integrate the climate,

feedbac!:, and initiatien fact.:,rs into a sinqle nrocess culminating

in sustziined student nerfr7:ance. !!owever, because our model

is based on the assurmtion that at least initiation and feedback

differences are operating, we also wanted to demonstrate their

existence in our own sample of teachers. Sherry T3lakey's paper

addresses this attempted replication, and is the first such study

te examine expectation-behavior relations at three separate times

during the school year.

Figure I of your handout summarizes how we speculate

that the expectation communication process might proceed. The

model begins with the contention that teachers form differential

expectations for student performance. The fact that performance

expectations vary is beyond aiTument. The point is made here

to insure that we bee,in with the teacher's "raw data" and that

the process' non-recursive nature is made explicit.

The model next propos2s that, not only do teachzrs form

differential perceptions of students, but they also cognitively

distinguish between classroom interaction contexts. Specifically,

classroom situations differ in the amount of personal control they

allow a teacher, and teachers may be aware that such differences

exist. In teacher-initiated interactions, for instance, the teacher

has chosen the question and the student who is to respond. In

student initiated interactions, on the other hand, the child has

at least phrased the question and has determined to some extent
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that he or she will be involved. Presumably, then, most teachers

will feel the greatest decf,tee of personal control over what an

Interaction will he about and when it will occur when they them-

selves are the initiators.
The interaction settino, may also influence control behers.

lnte'ractions in public settines must be aeared to grout) needs.

Private interactions, in contrast, afford the teacher more flexibility

in determinino, how long a topic can be pursued. Taken toaether,

we might speculate that teacher initiations in private are viewed

by teachers as affording most personal control while student initia-

tions in public afferd the least. Gail Ilinkel's paper presents

a test of these notions.

The magnitude of the proposed situational distinctions

in control should depend on student characteristics as well, in

particular, high expectation students "carry around" with them

a high dearee of controlahility. Concrol of low expectation students,

however, may be more situationally dependent. Teachers may feel

their own initiations toward slows provide perceptibly more control

for themselves than when slow students do the initiating. More

important, teachers may believe that the more control over slow

students a context affords them, the more likely it is that the

exchange will be fruitful. Therefore, because slow initiations

are least controllable they may also be viewed as least desirable.

This personal control notion provides the link between

expectations and observed patterns of classroom feedback and

climate. Specifically, teachers can maximize control over slow

students by inhibiting slows' initiations. Such a strategy would

entail the use of simple reinforcement principles. The teacher

.9
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increases personal control through the creation of an unrewarding

socioemotional environment and the relatively infrequent use of

praise and freer use of criticism in interactions with lows. Gail's

paner also exrAores h,,notheses related to this issue.

The use oi feedback and climate to control interactions

has 'other imolications, however. A control strategy means hi;-91

and low students are evaluated using different contingencies.

Some teachers may tend not to praise strong efforts from lows

because praise will reduce future personal control bY encouraging

slow student initiations. They may also tend to be more critical

of weak efforts from lows since cril icisrn increases future control.

In evaluating highs, teachers may dispense praise and criticism

more dependent on exhibited effort, since future control of highs '

behavior is less of an issue. Jerry Burger's paper addres!.,es

this differential continflencv hypothesis, as well as more cteneral

isSues cencerning the relations of teacher attribution and feedback

Use.

Moving to the feedback -initiation link, there is considerable

evidence indicating that praise and criticism, and the emDtional

climate produced by the teacher, are causally linked to rates

of student initiation. These studies indicate that praise, attention,

he id nodding, and expressions of agreement increase classroom

participation rates, while criticism, ignoring responses, and expres-

sions of boredom decrease participation rates.

It is argued, then, that the climate, feedback, and

output factors may be causally linked. The three factors are

integrated if their relation to teacher personal control is taken

0
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into account. %eeative climate and feedback patterns for low expecta-

tion students increase teae ier control over when interactions with

these students will cceur. flowever, the centrol strateev also means

lows will see': less inTeraction with the teacher ,ind teac'ner feedback

to lows will be less effort-continent than feedback to hi e.hs.

The sustainin.- expectation student -)erfor7iance is viewed

as a result of these different feedback contineencies. A'zIain, the

concept of personal control provides the conceptual bridee.

For achievement motivation to be maintained it is necessary

that students believe they can influence eleir academic outcomes. For

example, Kukla in 1972 found that students who were hieh in

achievement motivation believed ttiat effort and performance outcome

covaried. They believed the harder they tried the more likely they

were to succeed. Students low in achievement motivation perceived

less effort-outcome covariation. No matter how hard they tried, th,se

students perceived themselves as less able to influence the outcomes

of their performance. This perception on the part of low ex,)ect:ition

students may he an accurate reflection of their classroom environ-

ment. High expectation students may be criticized when the teacher

perceives them as not having tried and may be praised when efforts

are strong. Low expectation students, however, may be praised and

criticized more often for reasons independent of their personal

efforts, namely, the teacher's desire to control interactions. A

greater use of feedback by teachers to control interactions may lead

to a lesser belief on the part of the student that !,,is or her effort

can bring success. John Sterling's paper looks at the relation

between teacher expectation and student effort-outcome covariation

beliefs. In addition, John's paper addresses the general issue

11
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of how student locus of control and classroom behavior relate to one

another.

To complete the expectation process, the effects of perceived

noncontinc!ent reinforcement need to be stated. yost of the res(!arcb

associated with learned helplessness phenomena would be relevant

here and I obviously Lick the time to review this area. Let me

just say that much research indicates at least three effects of

feeline little personal control over academic performance. Little

perceived effort-outcome covariation leads to negative affect and

attitudes towards tasks presented, less Persistence in the face

of failure, and finally, a greater incidence of failure. With the

translation of student beliefs into student performance the expecta-

tion communication m,del is completed.

The papers that follow are tied together not only by

the communication model but also by the fact that they share a

common data base. Thus, while most of the evidence sunnorting

the various model links come from separate studies, our investigation

is the first attempt to test most of the links in a single sample

of clasrooms.

Our sample contained 17 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade class-

rooms, though for some analyses one or two classrooms are missing.

The 17 classrooms were drawn from 5 schools serving mostly white,

middle and lower middle class families. All 17 classrooms had

female teachers whcAe participation was voluntary. The teacher;

averaged over 8 years of teaching experience. Student participation

was also voluntary, and only students returning informed consent

letters took part in the study. About 60% of the students asked

to participate agreed to do so.

2
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suo,c7ested three rea sons why indly ual

responses in c1 .ts:-,rocE7,s cannot viewed as inde;-,rndent of their

nera1 sett FIT persons 'vitn a class arc 7,ore dike

at the out t-,et th.in -rs.cnt, :int:4.07 Iv mpled frc-

the relovA t I: I .11 h, c non r : om er:e t of r son s nto

"F t' n C Srcc 1.11 t-f 1'1 o f t

found in the itcn, or exri7-.21e, diffcrinz avera.,e acliievt-nent

levels or avera ,oe frcouonc:cs cf. 7.)a :-ticu r

Second, r.erns within classroor-,s will be siriilar to

one ;mother, but ilotent:ally i fFerent !r orscn n other class-

rooms, hecau c of inten.,.led. Ifferce in wa v classrooms a.re

treated. _clic: treatrlents include variatio.-.s in the textbooks that

are used or in the way seatino: is arranzed. Of rilore imnortance,

the teacht'r concept nal::cd as just 5uch an intended treat-

ment. Tc:cher "treatiments" would include c'az. ,IcIt'r stirs 'like

I cat:or:al r)hiloso7)h perceptions

1H toL

The final ccptext tifect surIcTssted by Cronbach is unin-

tended tre3t7-7(71!,.. t14:se influences are not specifically

planned, the\., ervt- to increase th, similarity of persons in the

same C rola tive to others. The,.e variations wol:ld include

thinqs like room temper.ature and room location.

It ran he said, then, that the classroo71 is an undeniable

aspect of education' s social fabric. ow we must ask "how does

:1;-ttier-, in a manner whic'l

captures the topics contextualized nature?" One approach readily

presents itself: social psycholoo,ists can study classrooms as whole

groups, or as units that have characteristics whjch exist at a

1 4
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group level of analysis. Specifically, it miclht he ot interest to

determine how classroom variations, in trait samplings and intended

and unintent4.ed treatmcn:s, 1-clate to one another. These lines

of investieat:zn (:?2,7.stions "Is a teacher's

cholce stv!ed rel3ted to the ciis!-ecri's averloe

achievement leveln." or '!)ces a class' averao_e attitude to'.ard

school rel:,.te to the averag,e frequency with which classroom rules

are broken7" These kinds of ouestions can he said to examine

processes wt.-1;0h exist at the whole-class level. Answerin these

questions involves examining, the variations between entire classrooms.

While whole-clai,s characteristics are certainly imDcrtant,

they do not encon:IrlEs il the questions social nsycholoeists typically

find interesting. Also et concern is the examination of relations

between int!iv(!..ials wIthln the s;17-10 class. For example, we often

want to know if a teacher's attitude toward a particular student

(cr a student attitude toward the teacher) relates to the way

the teacher and ,,twient interict. This type of question, adlressinc

a teacher's relative treatment of different students in the same

clacs, is of paramount irlportance in the research which follows.

Of interest here ai.e processes that exist at a within-class level.

They are concerned with how persons within classrooms relate

to one another.

. Since it is possible to identify two levels of classroom

process we must next ask if it is necessary for the researcher

to choose to study one process level or the other. The answer

is "not always." It is possible to study within-classroom relations

and certain types of between-classroom relations with a single

set of data. This is 50 because some whole classrocrl variables

15
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are derivable from the basic data employed in within-class analyses.

Since this stratecly is used extensively in the papers that follow,

a few moments to present its details will prove valua!)1e. Fioure 2

presents the straterv

First, it is assumed that at least three pieces of informa-

tion are available on any single student. These are the classroom

the student is in, and the 'student's status on two variables,

say, X and A. It is possible, in such a data set, to identify

two sources of variance in scores: variation associated with the

general level of the variable in the class and variation due to

the students' own deviation around this general level. These

two sources of variance separately measure the whole- and within-

classroom process levels. The two sources are also entirely statisti-

cally independent of one another. Knowing an average classroom

scere on X by definition tells us nothing about the deviations

around X in any given classroom. This statistical indenendence

reveals that no a priori grounds exist for believino, that a relation

found at one process level will also be found at the other. Without

knowing the process level to which research evidence relates we

will confuse our literature and may suggest reforms which interfere

with good educational practice.

How, then, do we test the relations at the two levels

separately? Examining relations at the whole classroom level is

a straightforward task. First, the classroom average scores on

variables X and A are obtained. These averages are then paired

and correlated with one another to yield a measure of relationship

strength. This correlation relates to the association between the

two whole-cla ss characteristics.

6
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Developing a measure of within-classroom relations is

a more difficult task. The one suggested here, though others are

available, involves three steps. First, for each classroo-i scilaratelv,

the X and A scores for students are paired and correlated with

one another. This correlation ci.a,iges the relation between variables

X and A within the particular classroom. The correlations are

then transformed into 7-scores to normalize their sampling distribu-

tion. Finally, 2-scores are entered into a one-sample t-test, as

one might do with any other set of independent measurements.

The appropriate t-test formula is presented at the bottom of Figure

2. The null hypothesis value in the formula is set to zero so

that the observed 7-scores ar: tested against the alternative

that no relation exists in the sampled population.

There are several important consequences to the adoption

of the process level specification approach. The most important

is that choosing the classroom to be the smallest data unit makes

the analysis low in power. In the present investiclation, for example,

measurements were obtained on as many as 204 students, yet only

16 degrees of freedom were available for most inference t ests.

There seems no way around this dilemma, however, other than

to say that the question ought to be more one of appropriateness

than statistical power. Three alternatives to the process level

specification approach are possible and all are found to be inferior.

First, researchers can ignore the process level distinction entirely

and use unadjusted raw scores as data. Results obtained with

this technique have no process referent, and ignore a source

of variance, the classroom, known to have a strong impact on

psychological variables.
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A second strateey involves studying within-classroom

processes but emnlovine the student as the unit of analysis. This

stratec-.Y will nroduce reLzults to the within-classroom stratecw

employed Ilere, thouc,h it s questionable whether stucient deviations

around a classreo:7 7ean can be considered independent of one

another. As Paqe, in 1975, and others have arqued, it is likely

that the student-as-unit strateev underestimates the aloha probabil-

ity levels associated with findinqs.

A third approach to data analysis is to measure relations

for entire classroo.is only. This strateev is perfectly legitimate.

However, it only addresses one level of social psycholocical process

(between entire classrooms), and may therefore i>7,nore important

social psychological phenomena.

What, then, can we do to counter the low power of legiti-

mate classroom data analyses? Cronbach takes an exceptionally

pessimistic view of the role of inference testing in classroom re-

search. Tie states:

The traditional research strateev--nitting
substantive hypotheses aainst a null hypotheses
and requirino, statistical significance of effects--
can rarely be used in educational research. Samplings
large enouclh to detect trona, but probabilistic
effects are likely to be D ro hihitively costly.

We suggest a more hopeful alternative. Researchers with small

numbers of classrooms might interpret relations falling between,

say, the .05 and. .19 levels of significance as "deserving further

study," if these probabilities are associated with relatively large

effects. This convention is ea-,ployed in the papers that folow.

Relations which account for 107f, of the variance in scores are

described as worthy of attention, especially if the relation is

18
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consistentiv found over the course of the school year. Researchers

with very small sample sizes !say less than 8 or 10 classrooms)

might he advised to report raw data. As evidence in the literature

accumulates, raw data from separate studies can he combined

.or purposos of ir-Iforonce tostincl.

A final means for increasin7, power is to increase the

precision of analyses bv crossinc, variables in multifactored designs.

We have employed this stratev when the within-classroom relations

of expectations to other variables were tested. Specifically, in

some of the analyses that follow teacher exnectation and student

gender, as as other variables, are treated as repeated Measure-

ments on the same classroom. Teacher expectations crossed by

other variables were then used in analyses of variance. Where

multiple dependent variables arc involved, multivariate analyses

were first performed and only significant MA":0VA effects were

followed by univariate analysis.

I realize I have tried to convoy, in a few short minutes,

a large amount of perhaps unfamiliar information. If I have left

some of you with less than a full sense of understanding, I hope

the papers which follow will complete my assignment. Let me close

by saying that we are attempting the difficult task of bridging

the gap between social theory and educational practices. We are

attempting to do so with a heavy emphasis on context, which

demands that we collect our evidence in noise-filled, nonlaboratory

research settings. Finally, we are attemptino to wei h both statisti-

cal and clinical significance as we sift through our data. Hope-

fully, the result is a meaningful and reliable description concerning

the social psychology of education.

9
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A Theoretical and Methodological Overview

Harris M. Cooper

University of Missouri-Columbia

Some Characteristics of the Participating Schools, Teachers and Students

Schools:

N = 5

Location:

Columbia, Missouri (pop. 90,000).

SES:

3 in-city, middle class schools;
1 edge of city/rural, upper middle class school;
1 edge of city, lower middle class school (one-third black).

Sampling Procedure:

Suggested as cooperative; 5 of 5 school principals
asked agreed to let their school participate.

Classrooms:

N = 17; all female teachers.

Grades: 3, 4, and 5.

Average Teaching Experience: 8.7 years (sd = 3.9 years).

Sampling Procedure: Solicitation by principal or investigators
plus $50 honorarium.

Students per Classroom: (total students = 204)

N = 12; 6 males, 6 females; 4 high, 4 average, 4 low expectation.

Sampling Procedure:

1) only students returning informed consent (approximately 60%

of student's solicited agreed to participate);

2) division of volunteers into thirds based on teacher expectation
rankings of "probability of success at verbal tasks" and
"general academic potential";

3) random sampling of two males and two females within each
expectation third.
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Table 1

Some Evidence Supporting Teaching Behavior Differences

Dependent on Performance Expectations

1.- Teachers create warmer SOCIOPOTIONAL ATMOSPERES (smiles, nods, body lean)

for higher expectation students.

Chaikin, A., Sigler, E. & Derlega, V. Nonverbal mediators of teacher

expectancy effects. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology,

1974, 30 (1) 144-149.

Kester, S. & Letchworth, G. Communication of teacher expectations and

their effects on achievement and attitudes of secondary school

students. The Journal of Educational Research, 1972, 56, 51-55.

Page, S. Social interaction and experimentar effects in the verbal

conditioning experiment. Canadian Journal of Psychology, 1971,

25, 463-475.

Teachers attempt more VERBAL INPUT (novel.and more difficult instruction)

to higher expectation students.

Beez, W. Influence of biased psychological reports on teacher behavior

and pupil performance. In M. W. Miles and W. W. Charters, Jr. (Eds.),

Learning in Social Settings. Boston, Mass.: Allyn and Bacon, 1970.

Carter, R. Locus of control and teacher's exrectancy as related to achieve-

ment of young children. Unpublished doctoral dissertation. Indiana

TniVersity, 1969.

Cornbleth, C., Davis, O., and Button, C. Expectations for pupil achieve-

ment and teacher-pupil interactioh. Social Education, 1974, 38 (1),

54-58.

3. Teachers accept more VERBAL OUTPUT from higher expectation students.

a) Teachers PERSIST (give clues, repeat) more when high expectation students

fail.

Brophy, J. & Good, T. Brophy-Good system (Teacher-child dyadic interaction).

In A. Simon and E. Boyer (Eds.), Mirrors for Behavior. Philadelphia:

Research for Better Schools, Inc., 1970b.

Rothbart, M., Dalfen, S. & Barrett, R. Effects of teacher's expectancy

on student-teacher interaction. Journal of Educational Psychology,

1971, 62, 49-54.

Rowe, M. Wait time and rewards as instructional variables,,their influence

.
on language, logic and fate control. Journal of Research in Science,

1974, 11 (4), 291-308.
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b) Higher expectation students INITIATE more teacher-student academic exchange.

See Brophy, J. & Good, T., 1974 for a review Of pre-1974 evidence.

Given. B. Teacher exnectancv and pupil performance: Their relation to

verbal and non-yer:al cc7-unications by teacherF of learning disabled

TIM-ciTen. Lripuolisned coctoral oissertation, Catholic University of

America, 1974.

Firestone, G. & Brody, N. Longitudinal investigation of teacher-student

interactions and their relation to academic performance. Journal

of Educational Psycholonv, 1975, 67 (4), 544-550.

Teachers PRAISE higher expectation students MORE often and/or CRITICIZE

higher expectation students LESS often (either in absolute frequency or

with adjustment for the student's frequency of appropriate and inappropriate

responding).

See Brophy, J. and Good, T. (1974) for a review of pre-1974 evidence.

Firestone, G. & Brody, N. Longitudinal investigation of teacher-student

interactions and their relation to academic performance. Journal of

Educational Psycholou, 1975, 67 (4), 544-550.

Cooper, H. & Baron, R. Academic expectations and attributed responsi-

bility as predictors of professional teachers' reinforcement behavior.

Journal of Educational Psvcholoov, 1977, 69 (4), 409-418.

Note. The categorization scheme is adopted from Rosenthal (1974).
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Figure 2

A Mathematical Demonstration of How Between and Within Classroom Relations Are

Independently Measured and Subjected to Inference Testing

Level of Analysis

.111M1111111111m=1.2.

Purpose Between Classrooms Within Classrooms

Creation of Independent
Measurements

(for Classroom N)

Added Separately

Student
1
scores X and A

Student
2

scores X and A

Paired Observations

Student
1
scores X and A -

Studen4-
2

scores X - and A - 7C

Studentn scores X and Y Student n scores X - R and A -

Average Classroom N scores rand A Correlation between X - 'rand A - 7C

Inference Testing
(for sample)

'd Observations

Classroom 1 and A

Classroom 2 3T and

Classroom N 3( and A

t-test of the Correlation between Y and 7C

Classroom 1 Lr(0) (A-To

Classroom 2

.4.piNNE.MITEM

Classroom N x x (A-A)

One sample t-test (= 710/sd

Notes. X, A = variables to be related

1., = average variable score for students in a particular classroom

Zr(x_y) = the z-score transformation of the correlation between (X-7) and (A-A).

n = the number of students in a class

N = the number of clas.srooms in the sample
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behftvior, cr the possibility that lo%s and high!, tecome more

distinct in their behavior and achievement over time due to vary-

teJcher tr(,:'crt. -0 t pirical c ce cn th olarization

issue has f:,1:nd techr bvior unnecezzarily wident..; differ-

of .-.1seur rlacoment .

of ch in. were n.;)t, a

part of t:-.(--?e . is lifficult tc examine

r...nTes in Teacher and student behavior. Observational

measuretl collected in other stuc:ies have not been successful in

testinr the polarization issue mainly because of small samples

of classros. What is needed, then, is a larce-sca1e study,

includinc a lar,-c number nf teachers, and opannim: the entire

school vear. Fillinc this need was our second objective.

Y.ethod

Information concrnin7, obzerver traininfr, and reliahilfty, az

we)1 c11.,cteriL-tic::, of the subect r.atters and times observed,

civyn on rLy ti7le hec>t. thn repeat thli: infor-

mation, I would like instead to iive a fuller yescription of the

behavior wc coded.

Obr:Prvfd ,y)Ph;ivor7. For each of the twelve students, tiae

fzequeney of sevLn interaction contexts were observed. Four of

these contacts dealt with academics. They were:

1. :te_:1,?her-,ini_tia_tql rublic irterigns When the teacher

asked a question in front of a group of students and

then called cn the student to respond (with or without

a raised hand).

ite ru:lir n child raised

a hand in front of a j-rc,i; and w;ked a question unprompted

by the teacher.

3. teaehcr-initiated nr,ivate interactioni When the teacher

spoke to tl-le cniid, not meant to be overheard by others.
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J. ghild-initiatPd rrivate interaction: 'Then the child
asked a question not meant to be overheard by others.

Three other contacts deal with nonacademic matters. These were:

5. te7che.r-initi-,t,-d nror.nurll interlction: When the
teacher told the student a classroom rule or asked the
child to carry out a classroom chore.

6. child-t-,4_ interar.:tiont When the child
asked about a clacsroom rule or asked to perform a class-
room chore. And finally,

." behavioral intoratinns When the teacher spoke to ther

student relatin:7 to misconduct on the student's part.

In addition, each interaction was coded into two categories

of appropriateness:

1, A correct or an7rorr;late resnonse was coded when the
child's response to a teacher initiation was deemed right
or when a child's initiation was deemed an appropriate
question to ask.

An incorrect or !,.apnrorriate resronse was coded when
the answer was wronf or the question inappropriate.

Finally, an interaction was also coded when one of the following

three types of feedback occurred:

1. Prair4e: When the teacher responded enthusiastically or
warmly toaa,-d the child's response/

2. Critic3,sm: When the child's response was incorrect and
the teacher reacted with negative emotion or disappointment;
And

3. No feedbacks When the child's participation in the inter-
action was ir:nored and the teacher moved on without
recognizing the effort.

Creation of reasurements. To create seven interaction context

measures for each child, the frequency with which he or she interacted

'4with the teacher in a particular context was divided by the number

of hours the child was observed. These per-hour frequencies control

for differences in classroom obcervation lenc,-ths and for student

absences. A similar adjustment was made in the measures of appro-

priate and inappropriate responses by the student and in the
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frequency of the three types of feedback. Finally, to create

qualitative feedback measures, the student's praise per hour

measure was regressed o,1 the student's aypropriate response

measure within each classroom separatfily, and the residualized

praise score used to define "praise following an appropriate

response." ".;riticism was similarly adjusted by inappropriate

responses and no evaluation by total responses. A student's

relative feedback score, therefore, represents his or her re-

ceiving of affect relative to other class members and given equal

rates of appropriate or inappropriate responding. A separate

score for each of the 15 measures was created for each time period

(Fall, Winter, and Spring).

The 15 observatinal measures were placed into five groups

representing different aspects of classroom interaction. These

5 groups were: (1) appropriateness, (2) academic initiation,

(3) nonacadem3c interaction, (4) absolute feedback, ,Ild

(5) residual feedback. A three-way repeated measures multi-

variate analysis of variance wao then conducted on each of the

five observational clusters before univariate analyses ef

variances were performed. If the WANOVA for a particular effect

was significant, then separat ANOVAS were run for each of the

group's measures.

Results

The MANOVA for level of expectation revealed significant

effects on four of the five groups of variables. Seven of the

twelve univsriate ANOVAS were found to be significant and these

results are summarized in Table 1. As can be seen, high expecta-

tion students created more public interactions with teachers,

provided more appropriate responses to academic questions, and

3o
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made fewer inappropriate responses to teacher questions than did

low expectation students. Furthermore, it can be seen that

teachers addressed more public interaction and praise to highs

than to lows. Finally, teachers were observed to criticize

academic responses and to provide behavioral feedback about

misconduct :-epre frequently to lows than to highs.

To consider time effects, the ::.X.:OVA revealed three signi-

ficant multivariate centroids. However, only two of the nine

ANOVAS associated with these three clusters produced Significant

effects, as seen in Table'2. In particular,it was found that

teachers decreased their private interaction with students as

the year progressed and that the frequency of student-initiated

academic statements in public increased as the year progressed.

Hence, teachers appear to become somewhat less active as the

year progresses and students become more active.

The multivariate analysis for the gender effects revealed

that two of the five observational clusters had significantly

different centroids. In subsequent analyses, two of the seven

ANOVAS proved to be sicrnificant, as shown in Table 3. It was

found that girls approach teachers more frequently than boys in

private and that teachers provided behavioral feedback about

misconduct more frequently to boys than to girls.

Results from all four interaction effect analyses are pre-

sented in Tables 4 and 5. Two stroncr interactions appear

between time and expectation level and shows that both in terms

of absolute praise and praise per correct response, that praise

drops for all students during the course of thc school year, and

especially for high expectation students. Another finding was

a sex X expectation interaction show5ng that teachers have
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proportionately more of their private interactions with lows, but

expecially low girls.

Pinusion

In sum, our findincs replcate previous results found by

investirators usinf.. the Dyadic Coding System. All three of the

behavioral differences cited in Good & Broph in 19771that were

retested in the present investicgation were replicated. Thus, the

data illustrate that teacners behave differently towards high and

low achievers and that these two groups of students behave differ-

ently in the classroom.

Since there was variance in teacher behavior toward highs

and lows, it was possible to explore the polarization issue. In

general, it appears that teacher and student behavior did not

change appreciably across the year. One notable exception was

the frequency and distribution of teacher praise. In particular,

highs received more teacher praise early in the year. Such

teacher behavior may indicate to students which pupils are the

ones to "model" and/or illustrate to the class what type of class-

room performance the teacher considers desirable.

Interestingly, teacher afforded private contac-:,s with students

decreased as the year progressed while the frequency of child

initiated academic contacts in public inrreaakd over time. In

combination, these two patterns may indicate that teachers become

less active as the year goes on. That is, early in the year

teachers may attempt to socialize students into expected roles

and subsequently ease up direcl effortf, in this regard az; students

accept their re3es.
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To conclude, while a general replication of previous expecta-

.tion behavior linkac.res were found, we uncovered some evidence

that teacher differences may fade as the year progresses, whereas

sTudent differences remain fairly stable.

1....... fp, leo .



Teachers as Predictors of Student Behavior:

Expectations in Classr6oms

Sherry Blakey

University of Missouri--Columbia
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Some Characteristics of the Classroom Observation Procedure.

Observers:

Masters level graduate students ("blind" to all cognitive

measure results).

Observation Schere:

The Teacher-Child Dyadic Interaction Systep (Brophy and

Good, 1969) with modifications (Cooper, et a)., 1979).

Observer.Training:

Through the use of discussion, classroom transcripts, videotape.

Observation Schedule:

First Obser, ,ion: Sept. - Oct. 1978

Second Observation: Jan. - Feb. 1978

Third Observation: Apr. - May 1978

Observer Reliabilities:

For transcripts, T: = .84

For videotape, i:= .85,

In class % agreement (Sept.) = 91%

In class % agreement (Jan.) = 88%

In class % agreement (Apr.) = 74%

Behaviors Observed:

Teacher/Student Initiations in Public/Private Settings.

Whether the response or initiation was Appropriate/Part
Appropriate/Inappropriate and Praised/Affirmed Right/Given

No Evaluation/lold Wrong/Criticized by the teacher.

Procedural and Behavioral interactions were also recorded.

Subject Matter Observed:

Social studies, language arts, science.

Observation Duration:

Sept.. - Oct. = 7.2 hours per classroom (s.d. = 1.1 hours).

Jan. - Feb. = 9.5 hours per classroom (s.d. = 1.0 hours).

Apr. - May = 8.4 hours per classroom (s.d. = 1.3 hours).

3 4



Table 1

Relations of Teacher Expectations to Some Classroom Behaviors

Level of Ex ectation

High Average LowBehavior

31

Fl

Child Initiations in Public .514 .446 .315

Appropriate Responses 2.41 1.93 1.51

Inappropriate Responses .507 .665 .687

Teacher Initiations in Public 1.92 1.67 1.33

Praise .326 .199 .185

,

Criticism .023 .039 .063

Behavioral Interventions .234 .234 .416

No Evaluation .094 .103 .121

Praise Following
Appropriate Responses

2 +.028 -.030 +.002

Criticism Following
Inappropriate Responses -.004 -.004 +.008

No Evaluation Following
Any Response -.000 +.008 -.008

7.44 .011

25.93 .0001

4.38 .045

17.41 .0002

17.70 .0002

5.32 .029

11.14 .003

<1 .39

1.19 .28

1.84 .19

<1 .50

Notes: 1. P-values are for linear expectation effects. No curvilinear effects

proved significant df = 1,30.

2. The three relative feedback analyses use as data the three types

of feedback after they had been residualized by the relevent

response category within each classroom separately. The means,

therefore, represent the tcachers use of feedback relative to

other class members, given equal rates of appropriate and

inappropriate responding.

35
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Table 2

Classroom Behaviors Found Significantly Related to

Time of School Year

Time of Year

Behavior October February May F
1

Teacher Initiations in Private .36 .28 .19 5.62 .06

Child Initiations in Public .31 .49 .47 7.49 .011

Note: 1 F-values are for linear time effects. No curvilinear effects proved

significant, df = 1,30.

Table 3

Classroom Behaviors Found Significantly Related to

Student Gender

Student Gender

Beha,ior Female Male

Child Initiations in Private

Behavior Interventions

.64

.21

.42

.42

21.71

11.70

...11101MIM

.001

.004

Note: df = 1,15.

36
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Table 4

Classroom Behaviors Found Significantly Related to

Teacher Expectations in Interaction With Time of School Year

Level of Expectation

Behavior Time High Average Low

nrtnhor .44 .23 .21

Praise February .32 .20 .18

May .22 .17 .17

October +.14 +.00 +.03

Praise Following
Appropriate Responses

2
February +.01 -.04 -.01

May -.06 -.05 -.02

Notes: 1. The interaction F-value was 3.21, df = 4,58, p<.02.

2. The interaction F-value was 2.71, df = 4,58, p<.04.

Table 5

Classroom Behaviors Found Significantly Related to

Teacher Expectations in Interaction with Student Gender

Level of Expectation

Behavior Gender High Average Low

Teacher Initiations
in Private

Female

..,.

.29 .26 1.21

Male .24 .25 .43

Note: The interaction F-value was 7.98, df - 2,30, p.002.

3 7
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Teacher Perceptions of Personal Control

Gail M. Hinkel

In an attempt to increase understanding of when and how

teachers cormunicate differential exeectations, it has been proposed

that interaction control 7e-cs mcdiate the expectzAticn-tehavior

relation, especially through the teacher's use of affective feedback

(i.e. praise and criticism). Specificelly, it is felt that teachers'

perceptions of interaction control are influenced by three aspects

of classroom context: the interaction initiator, the classroom setting

(public vs. private), and the stable probability of success, that is,

the teacher's expectation that a child will succeed or fail. Inter-

action control is viewed, in addition, as having three dimensions:

content (what the interaction is about), timing (when it oecurs),

and duration (how long it lasts). Teachers are said to interpret the

potential success of any single teacher-student-interaction in relation

to how these three dimensions of control are influenced bj the three

aspects of classroom context.

Research by Cooper, Burger, and Seymour found that teachers

repor6d more control when they interacted with high expectation studercts

than when they interacted with low expectation students. Teachers also

reported greater control when they initiated interactions than when ex-

changes were student-initiated. Results concerning the setting (public

versus private) a4ect of context ware obtain2d in the pr.( 'icted direction

(that teachers would feel more control over private interactions) but

. tended to be very weak. The first objective of the study described in

this paper was to determine if these previous findings could be replicated

in naturalistic classrooms.
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A second objective was to detemine how interaction control

mediates the expectation eflect. It is proposed that because inter-

actions with low expectation students are less controllable than

those with hi:ns, tec:chers ri(:ht atte7pt to charnel interactions with

lows into rore controllable situations (i.e. teaher initiations and/

or private settins). In order to achieve this end, teachers could

differently administer feedback to students, dep2ndent on expectations.

Low expectation students mic:ht be criticized more freely to inhibit

their initiations, and might be praised less freely in order to avoid

encouraging initiations. Expectation-behayior linkages are found to

be congruent with this model. What remains to Le shown, then, is that

interaction control perce;Aicns, which are said to mediate this link,

also relate to behavi,or in the predicted manner. Providing.such a

test was the second and Erirarv c.iective of the present study. Thus,

three general correltional hypotheses were stated. First, the students

over whom tectiers, fal t l st c&ntrol v;c)uld also be the studcnts r-ost

often criticized. Second, the students over whom teachers.felt most

control were predicted to te the students most often praised. And,

finally, the students over whom teacters felt least control would be

the students whose work was most often'left unevaluated by the teacher.

After classroom behaviorl data had teen collected, all teachers

responded to the Personal Control Questionnaire. This instrurnent measures

the three types of teacher perso:Ial control (over subject matter, timing,

and duration of an interaction) on separate six-point'scales (1 ro

control; 6 = total control). In addition, each type of control is

measured separately for five classroom interaction situations:

:39
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Teacher initiated public interaction with a raised hand, teacher

initiated public interacticn with ro raised hand, student initiated

public interaction, teacher initiated private inter,Iction anJ student

initiated private 7-,tcticn. Te reciporded to the PCQ (a total

of 1 questions; 5 sitions t!xec control typeT1 for each of their

twelve target stts

A multivariate aaly:ls of variance produc:A significant level

of expectation and situ2 eT-1 main effects. Table 1 presents the means

associated with each c.',:7.Endnt variable for each expectatin level.

Table 2 presents tho nears c:Fociated with these arAyses. Univariate

analyses of variance for the separate control quotions shod that,

with regard to expectation levels, all thr.:e control questions revealed

significant linear effects: as expectation level increased, perceived

control of interaction content, timing and duration increased. No

curvilinear expectation effects wre

Control ovor cc' tC:7,t Nfliv1 inftrcttn

context effectf-., r:.,,4,orlyinl each of to cct a t rUng ii;111-Jr

distinction: more control o%er cont.:rnt and tininr) v'Jls rcTortcd for tcacr

than-student initiations. The initiator d,!.tincti !1 pros,Td riOnsi(4":,

for the duration c:gitrol qu-:sticns, though re::.nr, a iiirectirin

similar to the other control quor._,tio. The (etti (pl;t:Lc/privatt

distinc ion Was nonsignificant for all thr(: ty[ u of cor;tc,11.

Table 3 presents the bivarLIte rolc.ticn!: .Tneral intercct4on

control with the twelve beh,,Iv'i r frec;uc'hni`-, For 1.,etween-class reaticns,

the frcquency of only une acc..77Ac ¶ettirn w,17 fond to !:inific rtty

covary with control: the less control a tcachr or.ec hi ng e.,Tr ;hr.:

class the more frequent y the ,xachc:r initiatcd inter,Irtion: in privtf,.
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student was associated v:ith rore approrriate responcinn and les in-

appropriate respopdinc-4.

Finally, no f re7,...lar Was fud cirnificntl. ciated

with control d-fr,-rc:1--,7,7 C-, treni

howevcr. 5tuden.ts over wrIc-1 t:Ichrs' felt ;:reater control les

likEly t:Ti have i!riti,tion!., r unevluatc

Discussion

in sum, this study re licated earlier results concerning the

effects of initiator, f.ettincl, and tr,chrl- on teel,chers'

perception, of r.tcr,. .cr ctroi H:-)wever, with regard to behavior-

c.)ntrol linLic:e it found .that tha directicm and r7annitude of

relatiens der1ft:cd heavily orcn whe1.hL,r the data referred to vi:riation

amonc tchyr - or v,iri tcn a7:;n0 stuccnt of 'he ar teJ'r).-er. In

the betEA-n-c.1Jrc,..: it was found that tr,chers who reported

more fi:nc!ral cctci t:y" stnt fuer

te3chcr relJ.t( )trely

differen ho.;:ever. Students over wh:):1 tehers felt lecs ccntrol

tended to intL rt iH h the frccAn ly in private. Peqret-

tahly, the correl,:ticn,11 nature of th:, dcita r..7ake any conclusions *c±n"t

causal directin pruly (..;ljet.turt,. it I t 77..pting to proi;:ose a coen-

satory-te sytc : at work, however. That is, it may be that teachers

pur thOr c:rneral perception of control over s!udents and then base

their level of their active teaching uror it: general control is hifjh

lus
6.1g ry tnc , clf,n r cc,rtrcJi r1-....Yrl

-. 1

active direction of acdic.!-.. occurs. Within olassroo7 then, student

characteristics rather than initiation rray play the compensating role,

and interctien netting is the dominant control consideration. If the

A')
setting tends to be more controllable'fri.atc) c less controllable child
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is dealt with. Again, this interpretation assumes a causal ordering

_among the relations which is not tested in the present data and,Oriee

of the relations (3.2.r only akly. Also, it assumes that public

interacLi-,rs are -.ore ::-:!-Itrollanle than pri ate ones, even though

teachers .tid not r,--?crt tnic. :o te the case.

Finally, z:nd most relations between feedback and

general control also shced directional chances, dependent upon whether

classroces or stude,ris ithin-cic:ssrccms v;ere examined. Within class-

rooms, feedack and control relations were uniformly smaU; nevertheless,

some tent:tive eviCence indicated tilat lesser control over a student

covaried with 7.ore frcflunt icnoring of student responses. Between

classreos, however, use of negative feedback tended to be positively

associated with c;eneral control. Teachers vino felt greater control also

tended rore freciuently to ignore the participation ef students in inter-

actions. This resul-, is inconsistent with the model. If, in fact,

teachers uy, orc;:ter affct to ei7tailish contr l (which is presumably

lacking in the studEnt), this 'unctin mdnifeL,ts itself through their

relative use of negative feedback within the class, not through their

general stylistic decision concerning how much absolute affect to ewloy.

In general, then, the data indicated that very different processes

may he at work, dependent upon whether the teacher's general style or

within-classroo deviations from style were focused on. A first contri-

bution of this st4y is that it hinhlichts the imeortdnce of ident;fying

the unit of analysis to which results 7(.?rtain. In .4ddition, very weak

support for the control-feedback link was obtained, and only within-

classrooms.
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Teacher Perceptions of Personal Control

Gail M. Hinkel

University of Missouri-Columbia

Some Characteristics of the Personal Control Questionnaire
_

7Yoes of Questions:

Control over interaction 1) content, 2) timing, and 3) duration,

gauged on six point scales (1 = no/control 6 -',total control). Each

type of.control is separately reported for five classroom situations

(public raised hand/public no hand/child initiated public/teacher

initiated private/child initiated private).

Score range_:

The questionnaire (containing a'total of 1 questions) was

completed by the teacher for each student in t e class separately,

and a student score could range from 15 to 90. The average teacher

responsewas 72.31 (sd = 5.05), or slightly less than "a lot of

control."

Administration Date:

November only.

Reliability:

The internal consistency of responses for a givenstudent over

all 15 questions was r = .77.
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Table 1

Relations of Teacher Expectations to Teacher Interaction Control Perceptions

Level of Expectation

Type of Control Hich Average Low F
I

Subject Matter 5.00 4.91 4.76 10.63 .005

Timing 4.85 4.71 4.66 9.25 .005

Duration 4.90 4.84 4.77 4.73 .05

Note: 1. F-values are for linear expectation effects. No curvilinear effects

were found df = 1,32.

Table 2

Teacher Interaction Control Perceptions as a Function

of Classroom Situation

Type of Control

Classroom Situation Subject Matter Timing Duration

Public with Hands Raised 5.15 4.67 4.90

Public with No Hands 5.10 5.21 4.83

Child Initiation in Public 4.56 4.28 4.80

Teacher Initiation in Private 5.18 5.35 4.91

Child Initiation in Private 4.46 4.18 4.73

Note: 1. For subject matter (F = 50.93, df 1,64, p<.001) and timing control
(F = 43.84, df = 1,64, p<.001) teacher initiations are perceived as
affording the teacher more control than student initiations.
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Table 3

Relations Between Teacher's Perceived Control of Interactions

and the Frequency of Observed Classroom Settings and Feedback

Between Classrooms
I

Within Classrooms
2

Teacher Perception of Interaction Average

Control and Frequency of: Correlation Correlation

Teacher Initiations in Public -.25 +.07

Teacher Initiations in Private -.50** -.08

Student Initiations in Public +.28 .00

Student Initiations in Private +.36* -.14*

Teacher Procedural Initiations -.32 -.08

Teacher
Behavior Interventions +.03 -.18**

A0propriate Responses -.26 +.12*

Inappropriate Responses -.14

Total Responses -.24 -.05

Praise Following an Appropriate
Response -.10 +.03

Criticism Following an
Idappropriate Response +.37* +.06

No Evaluation Following
Any Response +.37*

Notes: 1. Between classroom correlations were based on the teacher's total
reported control (averaged over 12 students in her class) and

the average observed frequency of setting or feedback per student,

N=17

2. Within classroom average correlations were based on the correlations

between a teacher's reported control over each student and the

observed frequency of setting or feedback with that student. To

derive within classroom probability levels the classroom corre-

lations were converted to Z-scores and the Z-scores were entered

into one sample t-tests. For settings df = 16, for feedbacks

df = 7 or 8.

* pe.19.

** p.05.
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Attribution theories are concerned with how the individual perceives

the causes of behavior. Within the classroom setting many attribution re-

searchers have examined the causes which teachers cite for their students'

sucdesses and'failures and the relationship between these attributions nnd

teacher behavior. Research in this area, most notably by Beckman, has re-

vealed that teacher attributions arc influenced by the teacher's perception

of the students' general ability level. It has been found that hich ability

students' sUccesses are generally attributed to ability or stable effort

while failure is seen as caused by mOre external and unstable factors. In

contrast, low ability students' successes are often attributed to unstable

factors, while their failures are seen as reflecting more stable attributes.

This means that for low ability students positive performance does not neces-

sarily increase a teacher's future expectation for success, while failure

may estimates of future succe;:s. This pattern war referred to by

Weiner in 1976 as the "low exrectancy cycle." One purpose of our investi-

gation was to examine this lee: expectancy cycle within a field cettinc.

A second purpose for examining teacher attributions Wz'.5 to relate

them to the teachers' use of praise and criticism, or affective feedback.

We wanted to compare the results of laboratory experiments in this area with

those found in field research. Controlled experimento examining the teacher

attribution-feedback relationship have typically employe0 subjects who are

asked to pretend they are teachers and to provide evaluative feedback to

hypothetical students in various hypothetical situations. This research

has typically found that effort attributions lead to greatel use of affec-

tive feedback. In particular, low ability ctuderte whose successes are

attributed to high effort are highly rewarded.
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Recentlycooper has introduced an expanded attributional model for

teacher feedback which includes the notion of personal control. According

to this mcHel, a teacher's first priority within a real classroom setting

may be to employ a feedback strategy that satisfies the teacher's desire

for control over classroom events. Use of feedback to reflect student

effort may emerge only after control is satisfactorily establihed. Be-

cause such control may be more difficult to establish with poorer students,

teachers mz-,y avoid praising strong efforts from them. Such praise may en-

courage Iture lo. c:7ntrol initiations, Feedb;..ok to hi0 ability students,

on the other hand, may be more related to expended effort, because teachers

anticipate greater control over these students' future initiatior-3.

The present investigation provides an actual classroom context within

vhich to examine the relationship bet%:een teacher attributions, teacher

expectancies and techer feedback to the student. It provides an excellent

opportunity to test the "differentici. c:,ntinc7ency lypothesis" which is

not easily examined 1,ithin laloratory e:Terints.

METHtD

To assessteacherc' attributions of students' successes and faaures,

each teacher was given an open-ended attribution questionnaire immediately

following each of the three observation periods. This questionnaire called

for thp teacher's attributions for successful and unsuccessful academic

performances by each of the 12 target students. Teachers were asked to

list each reason and then provide the percentage of time thin reason ap-

plied to the student's performance.

Teacher responses to the questionnaires were then placed into one of

8
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12 attribution categories, according to a coding scheme develored by Cooper

-and Burger (in press). The twelve categories ren be found on page 13 of

the handout. The questiennuire responses were categorized by two scorers

who were kept blind as to the student's ability level.

RESULTS

We began our analyses by examining the relationship between the tea-

chers level of expectation for the student, the time of year, and the per-

centage of the causal attribution citation. The 12 atribution categories

were first subjected to multivariaie analyses of variance grouped by inter-

nal stable, effort related and external chuces. Only those effects which

produced significant multivariate F values were examined with univariate F

tests. As Table 1 in the handout reveal:, significant linenr effects were

found for four of the original 'VI categories. Higher expectations were asso-

ciated with mere immediate effort and family citations am causes of acadel-

ic performance. In aridition, the lower the expectation level, the more

likely attention and the task were cited as the performance cause.

Table 2 examines the relatonship between attribution citation and

level of expectation when performance outcome is included in the analysis.

As can be seen in the table, ability, acquired characteristics, and stable

effort were nost often seen as causes of high expectation students' suc-

cesses and of low expectation students' failures. The significant effect

found for the subject matter category may be due primarily to the failure

condition. Teachers tended to cite a lack of interest in the subject matter

as a cause of high students failures more often than of low student's

failures. Flnally, good directions and inntruction was cited most often
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when lows succeeded and bad directions and instruCtions were cited most of-

ten when highs failed.

Other analyses conducted on the data can be found in Tables 3 through

5. Time does not permit a detailed examination of these data here, so

interested individuals can examine these tables at their convenience.

Next, the relations between teacher attributions and the 'teacher's

use o, Praise and criticism in the claosroom wan examined. In the manner

described by Sherry Blakey, the feedback measures were created by residual-

izing the praise and criticism scores using ttrfrequency of appropriate and

inappropriate responses as predictors. When no examples of praise or

criticism were found in a classroom during a particular observation per-

iod, that classroom was dropped from the within-class analyses. The praise

N- and criticism measures were then related to three attribution catec;ories,

internal stable, effort related and external. Individual attributions were

collapsed to increase variability in teacher citations. In &daises praise

is related to success attributions and criticism to failure attributions.

The correlations between these variables by time of the school year are

presented in Tables 6 and 7. Table 6 presents the between-claasroom rela-

tions, while Table 7 provides the within-classroom findings.

Turning first to Table 6, it can be seen that no significant relations

were found between a teacherb average use of praifc and average causal

category citation. This was true for all three observation periods. How-

ever, a consistent pattern across time can be found in these data, suggest-

ing that a teacher's amount of praising is generally positively related

to her citation of internal stable causes for students' successes, and

negatively related with the citation of external causes of success. On

the other hand, several significant effects were fsuad for the criticism

5()
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measure. In November, teachers who perceived their student's failures

as most often caused by a lack of ability, or some other stable student

attribute, were mozt likely to criticize a given inappropriate resnonse.

Average use of criticism was also T.ositively related to teacher citaticn

of effort cauees and negatively related to external causes. While this

same general pattern was found for the effort and external attributions

in the February sample, the internal stable attribution relationship with

criticism was reversed. By the May sample, any relationship between the

three attribution dimensions and criticism had virtually disappeared.

Table 7 presents the attribution citiaticn-affective feedback rela-

tionships for the within-cleseroom analysis. Ac has been found earlier,

the within-classroom analysis provides results dreeatically different

from those obtained with the between-classroom approach. In this table

we are examining the feed'ueck to and attributions for particular students

in relatic: to their clarnrtatc,r;. As cen be seen in Table 7, there appears

to be little relation bet.een the teacher's citation of internal stable

and effort-related causee. for succees and the relative frequency with

which the student gts preised. Hoeever, a positive relationship between

the attribution of success to external causes and the use of praise does

seem to emerge. Students whose successes tend to be core externally caused

relative to their classmates also tend to receive more praise. A subse-

quent breakdowm of these relationships into the four causal categories which

make up the external dimension revealed that the attributions of task and

directions underlie the effect. Thus, studente who were seen as succeeding

because they performed at appropriate tasks and followed directions were

rewarded with more frequent praiee than were those whose erformances were

r-
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seen as caused by other factors.

In examining the relationship between criticism and attributions,

criticism ap!'enrs to decrease as the teacher perceives internal steble

causes for the students' failures, nr.d arain appears-to increase as the

teacher perceives external C,'Iries of the failure. While a significant

negative relation between criticism and effort-related attributions did

emerge in the Febraury sample, the small positive relationships found

for the other two observation periods make the conclusions drawn about

this relationship sosewhat nebulous. Again, an informal analysis of

the four external attributions revealed relatively more criticism went

to students whose failures were seen as do to inappropriate tasks or not

following directions.

Finally, Table 8 presents the average within-classroom partial corre-

lations betYeen effort-related -lusal attributions and recidualized praise

for high and low expectati,m students separately. For this analysis, the

high expectation group was comprised of the El>: students with the highest

absolute expectation rankings within each classroom, while the six lowest-

ranked students constituted the low expectation groe. Praise and feedback

were correlated with one another for each expectation group separately

within each class. As can be seen in the table, the general pattern which

emerges suggests that high expectation students are more often praised

fOr effort-attributed successes than are low expectation students. It

is important to note that, once again, the pattern emerges most strongly

in November. Criticism was not analyzed in this manner becauce of its

low incidence.
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DISCUSSICN

Let me briefly now roint out a few of th nucu fi1 uhich

cmerced from thim set of data. First, th 1o.. eYr,:ctancv cycle ;.ac, rub-

ctantiated here, as we fo%nd exyectatioa ntu]nts' fucces attributed

to external c4,a2::en their 1ilurer attril 1:t:1 to

Second, only limited evidence ::as fcund in our real :cademic settin7: for

the typical laboratory finding of a pocitive relation Iletween effort

citation and feedback. Specifically, only in relation to total class

differences did a gtrong effort citation-criticicli relation e:%arge.

Within classrooms, on the other hand, an unexpected resitic relotioncliip

wan fond betyeen both praise d criticisn clnd the citation of external

causes of student performance. We found some indjcation that students

following directions and L.orking at al.propriate tasks were r:ost likely

to be praised, while students not following directions or %;oring en

inappropriate tas!:5 were moct likely to be crLticizl-A. Thenr renults

can bc Interpreted in suI:,ort of tH! nction th:,t teachcr percertic,n!; o:

control and their affective feedback to the ctudent oTe related. Finally,

the differential contingency hypothenis received only weak support. It

seemed some distinction in the relation betA:een effort citations ocid

praise for high and low expectation students wag found in Novenber. .11,f'uever,

only nonsignificant, but directicnally supportivi,, relationc were found

in the other two observation periodr In summary, it seems fair to con-

clude that our data once agbi- point to the importance of ex=ininc, te:Acher

attributions when examininc link between stvdent perfomance anci te;richer

feedback in the classroom.
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Teachers as Attributors of Studc-nt Perfor7ance

Jerry M. Fur9er

Some ProEfrtio,. of tt.le Attritn 0,1c,urp
_

Cbcstirrs:

Open-ended ta tr ,.e-;tic.; t.Y1 ctdere.

fails) t. lc 0 the

ctcror,--,77" Try 't-r-cr:

wa-.2, then ectiv:*.

Administration Datec:

November, rebruarv and

Coding Svst(7:

Responses 4ere coded, accerdin9 to the Cooper ond CurTer

(in press) syste., Into en :t cateocrl.:<::

ability
previous experience
acquired cflacteristi,
stable eff3rt
interest in the sut.,3ect r-cAtter

immediate effort
attention
physiologlcal processes
directions or ristruction

the tack
family qrond
other ..,,J-Ictr

Score Range:

Attribution w:!re collected for succesr. ,.1nd failuye scparatel'y

and for each 0:uden*._ s(--p,11-ate1y. Perccnt,-.1e for each c:Iteocy

could range fr;rn 0 to (,)0.

Reliability of Codinn:

November k

February k = .77.

May k .86.

mpcurpmpnt Crpation:

Three attribution r ..asure._ were ere,f(.,r succes and f(iilure

separately, to relate to LO-J1vior.s:
1) of interval !:t.11,,

ence + acquired characteristics.
2) % of effort-relted attritiutionr., - stable effo7't 4 ir,irrer,t

the subject matter eff:Irt * attention.

3) % of external attributions =. directions or irstr%ction 4. task

-4- family background + other students.
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. .01

4.54
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t

L

10.7

r4

12.7

14.0

Failurc

AverageHigh

")

4.7

2.0

5.7

16.3

Low

4.

7.7

3.5

4.5

12.2

10.7

12.5

4.1

1.7

10.4

fc;r each dttributic,n are prcr,ented in parenthesff df - 2,30.
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Table 3

Relatiorpi of rrformoo OutcorTe ,nd PercLntacle of

CatI531 Attrit'ution Citations

Perfor7ancc Ctccr 'e

SucCOSS. F.)lur-c

_ -

tt.ri t..4.

Abilit, 17.9 t",.l
0 ,:, .001

Stable Effert 13.8 3.2 16.96 .001

Subject Matt,,r 7.5 4.0 4.19 .06

Immediate EfT-rt 16.6 25.1 10.90 .005

Attention 10.2 16.0 6.85 .02

Directions and Inr,tr._,-tior, 7.4 13.0 15.72 .002

Other Student.rL 2.0 4.1 3.92 .07

Notes: df = 1,15.

Table 4

Relations of Time (.f School Year and Percentage of

Causal Attribution Citations

Time of School Yer-,r

Attribution October Fe!mrivry Mav F P

Ability 13.7 13.3 8.9 4.85 .04

Acquired Characteristicc, 7.7 9.7 14.8 11.45 .002

Notes: 1. F-values are for linear time of year effects. No curvilinear effects
were found. df 1,30.

Table 5

Relations of Causal Attribution Citations to Performance Outcome

In Interaction with Time of School Year

Attribution

Ability (.02)

Task (.031

Performance Outcome

Succecs Failure

Oct. Feb. Mav Oct. Ff!-I. May __ _

21.3 19.7 12.8 6.2 7.0 5.0

4.5 4.4 8.9 11.7 4.1 9.7

Notes:
1. p-levels for each attribution are presented in parentheses. df ,30.

Jr)



Table 6

Between-Classroom Relations of Causes for Performance

and the Frequency of Affective Feedback

Type of Affective reedback
1

53

Percent of PerforTance,
Outcomes t',ttritluted to-: Time

November

February

Praise Followircl
Appropriate Responses

Criticism Following
Inappropriate
Response

Internal Stable
Causes

+.36

+.11

May +.13 -.11

November -.19

Effort-Related February -.00 +54*

Causes
May -.00 +.00

November -.25 -.46*

External February -.10
V

Causes
May -.00

Notes:

1. To create the praise and criticism measures, the average frequency of praise

and criticism in each classroom was residualized by the classroom's average

frequency of appropriate or inappropriate responding. As such, measures

represent the relative frequency of affect, given equal responding rates

across classrooms.

2. This measure is the average percent of citations of each causal category

by the teacher. Praise is relatec to causal citations for success and

criticism is related to causal citations for failure. N . 15 or 16.

* lx.13

** p<.04
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Table 7

Average Within Classroom Relations of Causes for Performance

and the Frequencv of Affective Feedback

Type of Affective roedbackl

Percent of Performance

Outcomes Attributed te: Time

Praise Following Criticism Following

Appropriate Responses Inappropriate Respons

Internal Stable
Causes

November

February

May

+.04

-.05

-.17**

-.11*

-.08*

Effect-Related
Causes

November

February

May

-.04

+.02

-.01

+.05

4.01

External
Causes

November

February

May +.09

+.09

+.14*

Notes:

1. To create the praise and criticism measures, the frequency of praise and

criticism received by each student was residualized by the student's appropriate

or inappropriate responding. Residualization was carried out for each class

separately. As such, feedback measures represent a student's relative re-

ceiving of affect from the teacher given equal responding rates within the class.

2. This measure is the percent of citation of each causal category for each student

in the class. Percent citation and residualized feedback were correlated far

each classroom separately. The average correlation for the sample of class-

rooms is presented. N --,- 12 to 16 for praise and 7 or 8 for criticism.

* p<.19

** p<.03

5 LI
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Table 8

Average Within-C1assroom Correlations Between Effort-Related Causal Attributions

and Praise for High and Low Expectation !-Audents Separately

Expectation Level
1

Time of Year High Low

p-level
of difference

1

November

February

May

+.05

+.01

+.06

-.11

-.03

-.02

.05

Notes: 4

1. Students within each classroom were divided into two expectation

groups based on a mean split. Correlations between the teacher's

percent of effort-related causal citations for the, student and

the students residualized praise were then computed for each

expectation crouP separately. The two correlations within each

class were thcn converted to 7-scores before inference testing.

2. p-levels are t',ased on paired observation t-tests, one-tailed.

November N = 16; February N 11; May N = 15.

5 9
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Student Perceptions of Personal Control

John SterlinF7

There has been much speculation that beliefs ccncerninm,

internal versus external ccntrel of events are related to achieve-

ment motivation and may be important artccedents to positive

performance in school. For instance, numerous studies show that

students who percieve their efforts as controlling their outcomes

are higher in achievement motivation. While some ha%e investiFated

the family background roots of locus of contrel, only recently

have researchers begun to look for antecedents'in the classroom

itself. One instance of such theorizing is Dweck's speculatidn

on how differences in control'Nbeliefs between males and females

can be generated by differing classroom behavior patterns.

Of particular interest here is that the expectation communi-

cation model 1)roposes that teachers may structure rewards for

high expectation students more contingent on effort than for

low expectation students. If this is so, and Jerry's paper

provides some evidence that it is, then we would expect to find

that low expectation students percieve less effort-outcome

covariation than high expectation students and, perhaps, see

themselves as generally less responsible for success and failure.

We might further predict that since as the use of criticism

increases the contingency behind it may more frequently be come

teacher control, students who recieve the most criticism may
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also feel the least effort-outcome covariation. 'hese two hypo-

theses formed t-1--e major rationale b2hind this parer. Cn an

exploratory level, howcver, we were interested in examirinF-

how locus cf control beliefs relate to t mo of school year and

how effort-outcome covariation beliefs relate to other classroom

behaviors.

In order to examine these questions the Intellectual Achieve-

ment Responsibility scale was administered to all 204 sAudents

in our sample, in both September and :ay. The IAR asl:s 34 forcd

choice questions concerning the causes of personal academic

outcomes. For example, one question on the IAR reads, "When

'

iyou learn something quickly in school is t usually- (a) because

you paid close attention, or (b) because the teacher explained it

clearly?". Responses can be summed to form internality for

success, internalily for failure and effort subscales. Internal-

ity for success and failure scores can range from 0 to 17, with

17 equal to the greatest internality. Effort-outcome covariation

can range from 0 to 16, with 16 meaning effort is always cited

as the cause.

Internal consistency estimates for both September and Lay

were comparable to those reported by the scales authors.

Table 1 of your handout presents the relationship between

teacher expect-tion and the three IAR subscalbs, A significant

multivariate analysis of variance for the expectation main effect
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was found ard underlyin,; univariate analyses of variance were

per.t-)rme-I. These revenlefl t!-.at stuent resrorses on all three

subscales were rositiely 1rearly related to level of teacher

expectation. In the case of failure the univariate expectation

effect was sic:nificant. In genereal, then, it was found that

higher expectation students took more personal responsibility

for their academic outcomes.

A significant multivaliate analysis of variance ef 2ct was

also found for student iender. Table 2 presents the relevant

underlying means. The underlying univariate amlysis revealed

significantly hirter responsibility taken for success by femalec

than males. A trend also indicated that females tended to percieve

more effort-outcome covariation than males. No significant

effects were found involvincr, the time of the school year.

Table 3 presen. the between- and within-clacsroom corrchttions

involving the effort-outccme covariation scale and eleven of our

classroom behavior measures.

First, ex(Imining the betwen classroom corrA.ations, we found

that both Septembe,' and 1,ay teacher initiations in public and

average student effort-outcome beliefs were related: In class-

rooms where the teacher made more frequent public initiatiora;,

the classrooms' average belief that effort prodneed outcomes was

also higher. When academic il,itjf-Itionf, in 6,ernl are exailned,

it appeared tha, in September, more teacLer initiating and 1,e;
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student initiatin- v:ent on in classroores streneer effort-

outcu.e ccvariotion beliefs. May, however, it aep-lr, hat

settine ani noJ. initie_te.r is crucial. It was found t'eat clase-

rooms e:ith the et, rlic a-el the leeeit nrivate r.esrondine,

regardless of initiator, are also the classrooms with the hiehest

effort-outcome covariation beliefs.

Turning to non-academic interactions we founcl that, in

in classrooms more behavioral interventions the otulents

expressed the lower effort-out:ome beliefs. liierh effort-outcoe

classrooms also tended to have generally more studcat respondinp-,

especially appropriate respendirz. Finally, between classrooms

it was found, especially in :ay, that more relativ'e criticism

in a classroom :as acseciated with les: effort-outcome belief on

the part of c7arr7 membr'rs.

Turnir- to dithin claf;::.roon relati;:n::, the September analyses

produced crveral reliable effort-outCome belief and acz-,demic

interaction associations. Within classrooms, setting again seemed

to be the most imPortant variable; studen4s doing the most public

responding, and the least private reeonding evidenced higher

effort-outcome beliefs than their classmete:i. In ray, high

effort-outcome beliof students exhibited relatively more pro-

cedural question asl:inke. As with the between analysis, relatively

high effort-oAcome belief etuden did genei-ally more responding,

especially approl,riJ,te respondine. And finally, no residuali7P,'
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Student ierceptions

feedbac meam:rc, nre'luJel a siaificant relation with effort-

outcome ;:el' .ism followinf7 inarrorri-Ite

respons 7tron-ly ne-tively related to student effort-

outco:. blie in .optembcr.

In relation to the predictions then, qualific,d support was

found. Ths prediction tl:t expectations an3 affort-outcome

beliefs would be positiv ly linearly related was supported,

though the eff2ct was not stronf7.

The prediction that effort-outcor.e beliefs an71 criticism

would be negatively r-lated was supported belween classrooms,

With classrooms, however, where the rodel is believed to be

the riL(:7t relevant, the relation may be evidenced only in September.

Finally, it might also be noted that the relation uncover0 here

between ---,ender and locus control, w:-Is opposite to that 71!-7sumed

by other.3. i;;, we found femalc 'o

effort-outcome belic:s and cenerally hit:her Fersonal control

beliefs than boys. This evidence is contrary to that presented

by Dweck and Reppucci in 1973.

To conclude, the dpta supported the prediction that expectation

and effort-outcome beliefs are positively re3lted, thoupth the

relation is not strong, erpecially within the classroom.
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Student Perceptions of Personal Control

John Sterling

Some Characteristics of the Intellectual-Achievement R_e_s_o_opsibilitv§sale

Typec of ntr7!7tions:

The IAR asks 34 forced choice questions concerning the causes

of academic outccmcs. For each question, mlich presents a
hypothetical aca:7c7,ic situatiTh, one possible response cites

an internal cause and the otr,er cites a significant other as

cause.

Administration Dates:

September and May.

Measurement Creation:

Responses can be summed to form internality for success, internality

for failure and effort-outcome covariation subscales.

Score Range:

Internality for success and failure scores can range from 0 to 17

(17 = greatest internality). Effort-outcme covariation can range
from 0 to 16 (16 = effort is always the cause).

Success subscale internal consistency = .46 in September and .56

in May.

Failure subscale internal consistency = .65 in September and .68

in May.

Effort-Outcome Covariation subscale internal consistency = .61

in September and .61 in May.

These reliabilities are comparable to those reported by the
instruLents authors (Crandall, et. al. , 1965).
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Table 1

Relations Between Teacher Expectations and Student

IAR Subscale Response

Level of Expectation

Subscale High Average Low
.1

Success 13.87 13.52 13.19 3.20 .09

Failure 11.01 11.02 10.07 6.62 .02

Effort 11.82 11.72 11.31 1.28 WI. Moll

Notes: 1. F-values are for linear expectation effects. No curvilinear effects were

found. df = 1,30. The MANOVA F-value associated with this effect was

3.06, df = 6,56, p.012.

Table 2

Relations Between Student Gender and Student

IAR Subscale Responses

Student Gender

Subscale Female Male

Success

Failure

Effort

13.74

10.79

11.83

13.29

10.61

11.45

7.49

<1

2.56

.02

OW MD

.13

Notes: df = 1.15.
df = 3,13,

The MANOVA F-value associated with this effect was 3.34,

p.053.



Table 3- .

Relations of Student Effort-Outcome Covariation Beliefs and

the Frequency of Classroom Settings and Feedbacks

63

Between-Classrooms

Correlations1

Within-Classrooms

Average Correlation 2

Student Effort-Outcome Covariation

Beliefs and Frequency of September Nay September May

Teacher Initiations in Public +.37* +.38* +.13** +.09

Teacher Initiations in Private +.12 -.04 4.04

Student Initiations in Public -.23 +.18 +.07** -.01

Student Initiations in Private -.05 -.22 -.02 +.08

Student Procedural Interactions +.03 +.03 -.03 +.17*

Teacher Behavioral Interventions +.23 -.22 -.08 4.04

Appropriate Responses +.28 +.37* 4.09

Inappropriate Responses +.25 +.20 -.01 +.04

Praise Following an Appropriate
Response -.00 -.22 +.05

Criticism Following an Inappropriate
Response -.26 -.11 +.07

No Evaluation Following
Any Response -.11 +.06 -.07 4.02

Notes: 1. Between-classroom correlations were based on the average student effort-outcome
covariation in a class and the average frequency of the setting or feedback.
N . 16 for both September and May.

2. Within-classroom average correlations were based on the correlations between
student's effort-outcome covariation and their frequency of setting or feed-
back for each class separately. To derive witnin-classrocm probability levels
the classroom correlations were converted to Z-scores and the Z-scores were
entered into one sample t-tests. For settings df = 16, for feedbacks, df = 7 to 13.

* p.19.
** p<.05.
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c " tt'

that !_o7.-.c. n thoir hie:1

and I't:)Cr t't; P1.1;,:k: ocr Intl:,

trate that :t l'ost,O,le to rt''licatr ihis findino, even in "maro.i-

nai" subject a coas. Thus, (4..0es not a tmoa r to be the case that

teacher, .nay more attention to lows in less important subject areas

(where, hypothetically, !here mi7ht be less pressure on teachers to

get th- answer, maintain momentum, etc.) Indeed, there

ample (7%-i(1,0TIC(' to toipport the contept on that the averc.7e hiqh

stficier,t a r,: lea lo fcedh, (-1,, that is superior (both quantita-

tively and qua)itativciv) too thrt o iAined by the averao,e low student.

Ind ivtci 1 T rr

t nt IC) nolo t ha 1 dV a reorter'. in !-Ierry's

paper co,.L n t h t ere c Ii InCti fi I he c;lt

sample of tyacher,.. Our inform:1i eyam nation cf data from individual

cliissrooms surwy-st,, Olaf ( ifferential te behavior toward

high and low Aridents Via% present in only some classrooms. Hence,

this research, like previous studie,, Brophy and Good, 1974),

illw..tratei.- that differential teachinp, behavior is a common, but

not universal, findin--,. This important G'ialification need:; te be

recoqnized.

Also, it is important to build Y.:90n this findin:1 in subse-

quent data analyses. It will be important for us to examine class-
.

rooms where differential teachino, behavior was observed tO see

what patterns of relationships emercle in this sample. Is it the
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case that more polarization occurs in these classrooms than was

found in the sample as a whole? That is, do low students in

these classrooms approach their teachers less in thc spring than

they did in the fall (or approach their teachers less in the spring

relaVive to other low students who were in roc' is '...rhere differential

teac,linc was not pvidenced in the sprin.:)?

is possible 'that tc,achers' ,attributions or

students' attributions in this sample of claSsrooms differ from

the general pattern of -findinp,s reported in the papers by Jerry

Burger and John Sterling. 1..'e anticipate conducting several follow-up

studies to explore such possibilities.

Teacher Cogniti6n--Teacher Pehavior

Given that differential teaching behavior was evidenced

in sonic classrdoms, it was possible to explore the linkage between

teacher cognition and behavior. Gail Hinkel 's paper ,examined

the relationship between a. measure of teachers' personal control

and classroom behavior'. The data she reports reveals -some ,5upnort

for this relationship but the evidence is far from compellino,..

Several important klualifications need to be expressed.

First, the personal control measure is only one teacher belief or

cognition that may influence classroom teaching. litany beliefs may

mediate the personal control-behavior link. To cite but otwo, I

suggest these as plausible mechanisms: (I) Teachers' I.!eliefs about

personal efficacy and (2) teachers ' beliefs about 4ihe socioemotional

impact of their behavior on students.

Teachei s who feel that the classroom behavior and perfor-

mance of lows are modifiable and those who feel that the learning

performance of lows is largely beyond their immediate control

"Ps



may ,behave differently in the classroom, even thouo.h their personal

control !-,eliefs are similar. Similarly, teachers' behavior may he

influenced by their beliefs about the social needs of individual

stu:itnts.

As a case in point, one ieaCler in th..2 -_iehriefino, session

indicator:: that s!(.7 didn't stay th lows after an incorrect response

because she didn't ean-t t:1 irrass students. Teachers who

believe that students will he embarrassed ( and subsequent motivation

for performance -lowered) if they stav with them and work for a

suecessful response may be less li7<ely to stay with lows even though

their personal control needs are low.

Given the percent of variance explained by the personal

control beli,ef measure, it seems reasonable to believe that more

statistically significant results would have been produced if other

teacher beliefs had been measured. In our subsequent 'research,

we anticipate the development and use of a teacher efficacy measure.

It should also be noted that teachers in this sample

were all ex!)erienced teac'iers. it is posle C'1;it first and second

year teachers would exhibit stroneer personal controlehehlvior

relationships than were evidenced in this study. This reasonii, 0, is

based upon Fuller's (1969) developmental theory of teachinq. Fuller

has contended that beginnino, teachers are more concerned with self

and control ("Can I Control students?" "Will 1 be lik-ed?") than are

experienced teachers. She sucgcsts that teachers progressively become

more concerned with student learninp.

Whether or not better relationships bemeen the personal

control mezisure and cla, sroom behavior would he found with a

10
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samPle of relatively inexnerienced teachers is an empirical question.

It is also possihle that stronger correlations miht he obtained in

schools where mana lerial issues are more salient (because of greatrr

variations in the student r)ooulation) than was the case in this

samPle of "-iiddle class" schools. The lin'<az-,e hetv-een teachor

cognition and clasrcom hehayior ohtain.2d in tnis samnle was

disappointing. However when one considers tho history of si:cial

psychological attempts to link beliefs and behaviors, the present

results can be seen as somewhat encouraging.

Within and Pet4een Classroom Analyses

Ironically, it was found that in many cases lareter correla-

tions were obtained when data yore analyzed with a between strategy

than, when a within classroom model was employed. Obviously,

our research model was largely motivated by our interest in within

classroom variations in teacher behavior. However, as Harris

pointed out in his overview paper, we have hicome interested in

both within and between sources of variation and the data reported

here enhance this interet.
Perhaps the personal controi measure of teacher thinking

and behavior as proxied by the teacher porsonal control meas,ire is

more sensitive to differences between teachers than other belief

measures (e.g., a measure of efficacy might he more sensitive to

within classroom variations). However, the importance of between

classroom differences is also illustrated by the findings reported in

Jerry Rurger's paper. Data .found in the recent teacher effectiveness

literature (e.o. Good, 1)7q: (lood and Gror,ws, 197q; !Irophy and

Fvertson, 1976) also illustrate the power of between classroom data

analysis models.
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Only subsequent research will help us to explore the

circumstances under whch either model will Produce more sens'itive

and more appropriate analysis, It is probahly the case that there

was less variance in student characteristics (e.ls. aptitude, sock,-

econemic status, and so forth) in our samnle thar in ether teacher

expectation studies. .As the variance in student characteristics within

the sample of classrc,ems increases, it may be that greater differ-

ences in teacher behavior within classrooms occur and hence more

powerful results are obtained through the use of within data

analysis strateqies.

Again, it is the case that a more coherent picture will

emerge only with more research and conceptual interpretations

of such findings. Still, the present data suggest that at least

for some data different patterns and implications are suggested

by the between and within models. It would seem fruitful for

future investigators to use both strategies in examining and report-

ing their finding,s.

Teacher rlcha \nor Toward the ntire Class

A potential weakness of this study and 'a weakness that

marks most teacher expectation studies is the fact that only teacher

behavior that was expressed to individual students was coded.

This orientation is understandable, qiven that teacher expectation

studies have been desiclned to uncover classroom variation

in teach'er behavior (i.e. differential behavior toward high and

low students). Because of the notable differences in teacher behavior

across clasSrooms uncovered in this study, it appears important

to study sources of teacher expectations that may be communicated

to the whole class or to groups of students.

74
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The work of '...`einstein (1976) provides an eninirical illustra-

tion of the possible benefits of examinin e! teacher behavior toward

the class e,enerally or to subqroups of students. She reports that

some teachers may inadvertently erode the crforrranc of sc,!re

lrou-)s by the w iv they publically refer to the "better" c.r,:siins.

She suo,eests that comments like "Joey's ,712roun has all of this to do

because they are very smert and this is more difficult" i-av heln to

sensitize students to their differential potential and to lower the

effort of certain students.
In future work, we want to attempt to accommodate such

possibilities by codinc, .qenerol teacher comments as well as their

expressions to individual students. Obviously, it is impossible

to study all forms of classroom communication in a single research

project, and the attempt to assess comnrehensively all dimensions

may result in poor and incomplete measurement of any single aspect.

Still, it may be possible to increase the robustness of observational

measures bY samnlin7 teacher behaviors toward individuals, student

groups, and entre ciasses in the sane study.

Student !fediation

I have prey ously inentioreed some problems w.th teaciier

and observational instrumentation. Another limitation of the present

study is imposed by the research instrument that was utilized

to tap student responses. Althoup,h the IAR provides a liseful

"shadow" of student beliefs about their control of learning outcomes,

it appears relatively pale alonoside the rich complexity of beliefs

and stratecties that may motivate student classroom behavior.

A glimpse of possible student motivation that may not

be mirrored. in "IAR-like" instruments appears in the followino,

quote from Sheperd (1973):
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'e and Fchwartz and ':oczniewski sat so far back in
the classroom that the blacklloard was only a vac!ue rurner
to us. '!iss Schields s'liftine fi:!ure in the haze on
the distant horizon, -ier voice a faint but orlinous drone
Dunctuated by soueakinz chalk. !.!it'lin a short tinie I became
adept at reaci.,.iiz the inflection, if not the content, of those
far-off soun. ions:n-. instantly .:?-.en dan7er s loomine.
nano,er -reant c.:Iled on. in CIL, front of
the classrOOM :7-iez.,n1n :! of raner. %ce test
takers, C.-ley not:line .nJ,re than to display their ir777!ense
knowledee by -...ayine their hands frantically even before
ouestions were as':er'. Toav, Nen I thin': of Cie classrooms
of my youth, I see a forest way:n-7 hands between 7-o.

and the teacher. They were C-ie snlartasses who went on to
become corporation presidents, TV talk-show guests and owners
of cabin cruisers.

I made it a point to wear bland-colored clothes, the
better to blend into the hae:ground. I learned to weave my
body from side to side, drorming a shoulder here, shiftin7
my neck a fey ,1e57.rees to the right there, with the crucial
object in mind of alvays keenine a line of kids between
me and the teacher's eagle eye.

For those rare but inevitable occasionssay, during
a chicken-pox epidemicwhen the ranks in the rows ahead
were too thin to provide adequate cover, I practiced the
vacant-eyeball ploy, which has since become a pernular device
for junior executives the world over who cannot afford to
be nailed by their seniors in sales conferences 'and other
perilous situations. The vacant eyeball anpears to be looking
attentively but, in fact, sees nothine. It is a blank mirror
of anonymity. I learned early in the lame that if they don't
catch ycur eve, they don't call on you. Ce,71!)ined with a
fixed facial expression of deadnan alertness--neither too
deadpan nor too alert--this technique has heen known to
render its practitioner virtually invisible. (p. 144)

It may he that student learning is affected not only

by observable teac'aer behavior but also by the interpretation

that students assign to given teacher behaviors. That students'

effort-outcome perceptions do not have higher relationships with

identifiohle forms of teacher behavior may t in part due to the

fact that certain patterns of interaction with the teacher mean

different things to different students.

One of the common assumptions made by teacher expectation

writers is that teachers selectively perceive and interpret student

behavior. However, ao 1 have noted elsewhere (Good, in press),
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students also are likely to interpret teachers' classroom behavior

selectively. F,itients who feel that teachers ask questions to provide

students a chlrce to talk and/or allow the teacher to fill time

ma v resnond ,'qh c fforent levels of attention and effort than

the student focis Cla t 'le or s'le is 1),n jul=7,ed. 7Tence,

critical to.icher feedbacic ahout incorrect r:-sponses ma y 'Iother

studentl, who nerceive Clat Cloy are bein,1 judged, but he irrelevant

to students who feel that teachers ask questions r,nly to fill time.

It is possiblO to a ri.lue that various student traits may

be associated with their perception of classroom events. Braun

(1976) has argued that children who possess a high self-concept

may be less susceptible to teacher expectation effects. Prel.umably,

such self views may mediate how students perceive and/or react

to teacher behavior. Very little is known about student views

of classroom events, although there are some encouraging si(,ns

of research interest in this tonic (Weinstein vz ,Tiddlestadt in

press; novle, 197S; Etinek, 177; Winne and larx, 1977 ; Nash, 1073).

Although the issues surroundincl student mediation hypothe-

ses are complex and involve numerous methodological problems,

the possible payoff from integrating such perspectives more fully

into classroom work on teacher expectancy effects is intriguing.

The model we used in last year's research made some atter pt

in this direction by using the TAR as a proxy for assessino, stu-

dents' views of the classroom. We hope to enhance our effort

in this year's research effort by measuring students' sensitivity

to nonverbal classroom cues (Rosenthal et al., 1979).

Another attempt to explore students' perceptions of classroom

events was included this past year. In particular, we asked students

to complete a questionnaire that asked them to indicate the various
77
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frequencies of teacher behavior that they received relative to

classmates. nuestiens were written to parallel many of the obser-

vation measures that were collected by elservers (e.g. in relation

to other stwients in the classroom does your teacher call on you

more often, about the same, or less than other students7). Teachers

were also asked to eespond to this questionnaire for each target

student. It will thus ie possible for us to assess students' percep-

tions of certain classroom events and to compare their assess-

ments with those cf classroom teachers as well as classroom coders.

The congruence (or lack thereof) between students, teachers,

and observersrepresents an interesting issue. Available evidence

suggests that "witnesses" of classroom drama may very well see

different "plays" (e.g. !look and Rosenshine, 1979).

We also see the measurerrent of student perceptions as

an interesting form of a validity check on the model. lf ctudents

do not perceive differential teache behavior, then certain explana-

tions of a teacher expectation model (the social psychological)

would appear to become more difficult to argue. That is, if students

do not perceive differential teacher behavior, then it may be that

differences in student achievement which can be associated with

teacher behavior are direct, and not indirect, effects. As I have

noted elsewhere (Good, in press) certain "achievement effects"

may be due to the fact that some students receive fewer opportunities

to respond and less practice not because their motivation for school

work is eroded.

I suspect that student performance is influenced both

directly by what teachers do (a well-managed classroom may general-

ly have positive effects on student learning no matter what infer-

, (ices students make as to whv teachers have created certain
a.... 41

"l(-3 e
.



classrooT structures) as well as students' rJerceptions of teacher

behavior (student ',eliefs :nediate sonic, Ilut not all, teaCiirvz

practices). (M)vio,islv, cur a tte-Int to Tcasurt, student T.lercelltions is

far fro.n ye measured cnlv t.'ents estirnates of

certain teacher he'ioviors; isn is infor7;ation about the siclnifi-

cance, if nv, that stui!e to such Ivhavior pattern!0.

llo,...ever, we arc att inte.7rate soe r,ovel asllects of

student mediation into our resear:i

Student Achievent "easures
Another hmitation of the present study is that no student

achievement :lied .ures were collected. If orte believes that schor1s

should have sone effect upon students (other than a pleasant

consumatory effect), it is obviously important to assess th,, effects of

classroom practices upon student achievernent Its itude, or so:no

other form of criterial evidence. I t is easy to become a!y..,1-'.)e

with the "obvious" deficiencies in clas;room procet-.ses. !lowever.

the history of educit:c nal t)rtice is filled 'th shibb.;-.1,,,o-,7, tiat

have !--)een !iv t.,;rn

tested wit h research.

A variety of 1,1,')Iems ( time, resources, apPro,.ria70 rr °1
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sions ) preveilted the coilk-ction of achieve.f:ent nest stiret,; e v r

we plan to include pr:' and T,ost achiev,'Fnent testine, our reF.earx

this year. Althouzh it is temptin?, to speculate that cert.,

practices may enhance or erode achievement , our thc a pre!serit, in

this sympo!-,ium cannot respond to this issue directly. Hopefully, otzr

follow-up research will bt able to clarify the cfferts of teac'le.r n

studen. coo,nit Ion la s-,roc-1 behavi7r 071 .,tu(!ort; .

than classroom p ocess measures (i.e. we do have proce:-.s "C.

in this year's data . . student initiation rates and so fertt.). As

a case in point, it may be that the teacher's impul!,:-. to avoid

79
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"embarrassin;1 the students" has some validity. klthough we suspect

this is not the case, only subsequent research will verify the

plausibility of this contention ane related hynotheses.

Modifyino Classroo. Othoyor

The researc"i reurted in the 7,reoedino naners has conveyed
n

what e have studior: this year, we did so, and our findiiils.

In the next f.ew wee's, we he discutno and analyzing this

information in the attempt to build a treatment program desi:tned to

modify classrccen behavior. The substance of the treatment program is

impossible to snecify because we are in the midst of buildinq it. In

brief, it is possible to say that the traininq procedures will help to

sensitize teachers to possilile beliefs and be:iaviors that may reduce

the opportunity an i! motivation of low students. That iS, we hope to

help teachers to explere ways in sfh.ich students beliefs in effort-out-

come covariations can be strenethened by altering certain classroom

practice

The procer!tires f r tra1nin,7 teachers are not c!ear at this

time the ta!:. i. :I Line orie. tiat t trean1 we

ultimately develoo will be problematic in terms of its effective:less,

pat'icipatin 2, teachers will have a chance to alter the treatment

program we desion. Once the problem has been clarified, perhaps

teachers wil he al)le to assi5t the calibration of the treatment in

import,nt ways.

In testing the effects of the treatment, we plan to use

three groups of teachers. nne rfoup of teachers will receive informa-

tion ahc . teacher exttectati. <
nd attrihutions drawn from extant

literature. These tearhers will thus become aware of certain practices

that appear to b0 detrimental to the performance of students,

S 0
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but they will not receive specific advice about low to resolve the

problem. A second ("sour) of teachers will recive information and

specific advice. \gain, these teachers will have a chance to modify

the program in terms of Cleir insir:hts tni exneri^nee. A third clroun

will be used as a traditional control crouo.

Many of the analv!.,.s reorted in this svmnosium will

be repeated next Year, along with an examination cf the treatment

effects. Among the new questions and analys,,s that will be conducted

next year arc the following: (I) Do teachers implement the treat-

ment?: (2) Do teachers show radiation effects (i.e., alter their

behavior in ways not called for in the treatment . . . see Good and

Brophy, 1974, for previous empirical work on this question)?; (3)

What are the effects of the treatment on student beliefS, behavior,

and achievement?: and (4) What strategies do teachers in the

information only group attempt to employ and how do these strategies

compare with those used by the experimental teachers?

In closing, I bel)eve that the program of classroom research

reviewed here has provided a rich source of data that appear5

.to have potential value for educators. The data collected in this

prdject may provide an objective base for helping teachers to

examine their own performances, their consequence, and give them an

opportunity to reflect upon observed behaviors in terms of intended

-performance outcome. The assumption is that teachers .(like practition-

ers in any field) are not fully aware of what they do, and of the,

possibility that their behavior may be somewhat different than their

own standards of good practice.

Thus, in addition to helping teachers see potential differ-

ences in behavior and goals, we hope the data will stimulate



more articulate concentliali7MOnS abOlif What coutrf

in the classroom. To reiterate, the value of tever alternative

ideas of cl Pra7t ice e!--.er fro7 C**47

int-.7ract ,

af!.d.it ion to t'-,o findin ',i.e. (1.c'e tr,-1

the process cf feedback and .r!;1, te

78

t-
ment represents an area of inquiry as well. in particular, it

be important to see if the feedhac% mechantsms

creatinv, and sustaininz a healthy exchane.e !--et,,:eeri the researrh

team and classroom teachers, and to learn what value teacher

place on the feedback that we and others ((i.e.. Shulrain, et al.,

1978) see as voter tiallv . useful for helpinle, telch,rs to see and

assess their classroom behavior.

, 2
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